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Abstract: Nowadays, power systems’ Protection, Automation, and Control (PAC) functionalities are
often deployed in different constrained devices (Intelligent Electronic Devices) following a coupled
hardware/software design. However, with the increase in distributed energy resources, more
customized controllers will be required. These devices have high operational and deployment costs
with long development, testing, and complex upgrade cycles. Addressing these challenges requires
that a ’revolution’ in power system PAC design takes place. Decoupling from hardware-dependent
implementations by virtualizing the functionalities facilitates the transition from a traditional power
grid into a software-defined smart grid. This article presents a survey of recent literature on software-
defined PAC for power systems, covering the concepts, main academic works, industrial proof
of concepts, and the latest standardization efforts in this rising area. Finally, we summarize the
expected future technical, industrial, and standardization challenges and open research problems. It
was observed that software-defined PAC systems have a promising potential that can be leveraged
for future PAC and smart grid developments. Moreover, standardizations in virtual IED software
development and deployments, configuration tools, performance benchmarking, and compliance
testing using a dynamic, agile approach assuring interoperability are critical enablers.

Keywords: PAC systems; IT/OT convergence; software-defined/virtualized PAC; virtualization
technology; interoperability; IEC 61850; smart grids

1. Introduction

Today, power systems face rising challenges that motivate their development into
smart grids. The numerous challenges include: reaching carbon neutrality goals, elec-
trification of end-uses, and the energy transition into renewables [1]. The integration of
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) at both Medium Voltage (MV) and Low Voltage (LV)
levels is actively transforming the traditional centralized design of power systems; from a
mostly static, uni-directional grid into a grid supporting bidirectional flows of energy and
information between different energy actors with much faster operating dynamics and lim-
ited predictability [2,3]. Therefore, maintaining the supply–demand balance and avoiding
grid congestion becomes an increasingly complex task with significant uncertainties [4].

As the power system evolves, introducing novel improved Protection, Automation,
and Control (PAC) systems supporting its operation becomes a necessity [5]. In this paper,
we formally define PAC systems as a cohesive set of power system functionalities that
allow to protect, automate, and control the electrical grid, spanning the field, process,
and operational zones. Examples include substation voltage controller, under/overvoltage
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protections, differential protection, Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems, wind farm controllers, etc.

PAC systems are based on three main components spread across the power grid [6]:
(i) Protection functions located as close as possible to the monitored structures (e.g., line or
a transformer); (ii) Control for coordinated actions by local automation/control software
(e.g., in an electrical substation or DER plants); (iii) Optimization by the grid operator’s
control center (e.g., set of monitoring software, management systems) requiring a global
macroscopic system view.

However, the possibility of massive DER integration was rarely considered during
conventional PAC design schemes with limited coordination between PAC systems’ three-
layer hierarchy. This could lead to several cascading events triggered by faults in the
High Voltage (HV) level and unwanted tripping of DER protections. For example, a recent
event around London in 2019 resulted in the disconnection of approximately 1.1 million
customers, where many DER generators disconnected due to underperforming protection
settings and mechanisms (e.g., low voltage ride-through) [7].

1.1. Motivation

Following the energy transition paradigm, the digital transformation of the power
industry is thought to ’revolutionize’ its management, reliability, and efficiency [3]. As a
result, more and more energy stakeholders are getting interested in implementing adaptive
systems such as those offered by the Information Technology (IT) field (e.g., Virtualiza-
tion Technology, Cloud/Edge Computing), with the reliability and security required for
Operational Technology (OT) power assets [8]. In the particular case of PAC systems,
this concerns field deployments of the numerous hardware devices (otherwise known as
Intelligent Electronic Devices IEDs) embedding the functional logic and the associated
information systems monitoring and operating them.

Conventional PAC systems’ hardware infrastructure is currently costly to evolve (e.g.,
to integrate new advanced functions), maintain (e.g., during hardware failure events),
and operate in face of long-term system specification uncertainties and reliability con-
cerns [9,10]. Furthermore, deployments require significant manual and inconsistent efforts
that are highly error-prone when not automatically validated.

In light of the problems facing PAC implementations, the concept of software-defined
PAC systems recently gained popularity; it is the result of the convergence efforts between
IT and power system communities. The idea, which was first mentioned by Lo et al. [11], can
be formally defined based on [12], as “an approach to decouple PAC software from their dedicated
hardware using efficiently managed architectures supporting heterogeneous, time-deterministic
protection, automation (e.g., SCADA), and control (e.g., closed- or open-loop) applications”.

1.2. Related Work: Trends and Evolutions of Protection, Automation, and Control Systems for
Smart Grids

Recent growth in communication, information, and networking technologies has led
to a shift in PAC design and supported architectures. This tendency has also been observed
in several previous research works reviewed in the following paragraphs. Bo et al. [13]
performed a survey on protection and control evolutions in power systems covering the
impacts of advancements in communication, information, and networking technologies
(as presented in Figure 1). The survey addressed hybrid, wide area (regional), and local
(substation-level) protection and control architectures that can be coordinated to enhance
system performance. The work presented in [13] also discusses the implementation of this
concept on a distributed real-time computing platform they name ‘power cloud’. Despite
suggesting the importance of interoperability ( Defined by the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) as: “The capability to communicate, execute programs, or transfer data among
various functional units in a manner that requires the user to have little or no knowledge of the
unique characteristics of those units” [14]) and openness of the platform, Bo et al. [13] do not
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discuss the integration of such platform and architectures with existing protection and
control standards.

Phadke et al. [15] presented some opportunities and motivations related to the recent
development of Wide Area PAC systems including: monitoring the suitability of relay
characteristics, supervision of backup zones, adaptive protections, managing wide area
disturbance. Similarly, the IEEE Power System Relaying Committee [16] reviewed recent
advances in centralized protection and control architectures. The authors summarize the
main results comparing traditional (distributed) and different centralized architectures in
terms of qualitative metrics (security, interoperability) and quantitative metrics (availability,
reliability, cost) with experience from a test trial.

Regarding the concept of distributed intelligence in power systems, Strasser et al. [17]
surveyed the needs of future smart grids (e.g., hardware/controller levels, local/coordinated
optimizations). The survey also covered the application of software technologies for power
system automation and control. However, trends towards decentralization with specific
implementation technology were outside the scope of [16,17].

Furthermore, Birman et al. [18] discussed the cloud computing model’s suitability
for smart grid applications. The topics addressed included scalability, real-time operation,
consistency, fault tolerance, privacy, and security. All these aspects remain highly relevant
despite the research dating back to 2011. Authors in [18] declared that a dedicated data
center or private dedicated internet for power systems is not cost-beneficial enough and
thus analyzed an integrated cross-sectoral solution. The concept of ’grid function virtual-
ization’ was detailed by Kruger et al. in [19] based on similar concepts developed by the
telecommunication industry. However, the authors focus on examples of flexible distribu-
tion automation (e.g., state estimation) without covering trends towards protection and
control in digital substations or mentioning practical feedback from the telecommunication
industry’s virtualization experience.

Summarizing, observations in the literature show that the desired properties of fu-
ture PAC systems include: flexibility, portability, resilience, and interoperability. Typical
trends are to move towards improving the operational efficiency of future power systems
by leveraging the best implementation practices from the IT world (e.g., virtualization
technology). However, a detailed survey on the concepts of software-defined PAC systems
for power grids, covering both the academic and latest industrial research, and assessing
their potentials and challenges is still missing.
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Figure 1. Evolution of PAC systems based on [13].

1.3. Contributions and Paper Organization

The main contributions of this paper are the following:
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• First: Survey on the concepts of software-defined PAC systems for power grids
clarifying its elements based on relevant academic research.

• Second: Survey on latest industrial research, test trials, and standardization works
assessing the current maturity of software-defined PAC.

• Third: Lessons learned from the use of software-defined systems by telecommunica-
tion industry and their relevance for software-defined PAC systems in smart grids.

• Fourth: Identification of the major issues and barriers for the adoption of software-
defined PAC systems.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: The current challenges related to PAC
deployments in heterogeneous IEDs are highlighted in Section 2. We then introduce the
communication requirements of PAC systems in Section 3, and interoperability needs (de-
tailing IEC 61850) in Section 4. Next, we explain the concepts of ’Cloud IEC 61850’ and
software-defined PAC systems in more detail by presenting an overview of virtualization
technology in Section 5, and Cloud/Edge computing architecture relevance for PAC systems
in Section 6. A survey (academic, industrial, and standardization) on PAC systems deploy-
ments using virtualization technology is detailed in Section 7. An industrial feedback from
the telecommunication world regarding network function virtualization and its relevance for
software-defined PAC is presented in Section 8. We finally close with the main technical and
industrial stakeholders’ challenges based on the current maturity of software-defined PAC
concepts and present our main conclusions in Sections 9 and 10 respectively.

2. Challenges Related to the Deployment of PAC Systems in Intelligent
Electronic Devices
2.1. IED Design Requirements

PAC systems are currently deployed by numerous IEDs (defined in IEC 61850-5
ED 2.0 [20] as: “a device incorporating one or more processors with the capability to execute
application functions, store data locally in a memory, and exchange data with other IEDs over
a digital link”). Examples include: protection relays, automation controllers, and data
gateways spread across substations, power plants, and DERs. These communicating
devices result from technological advancements in communication and processing power
from originally electro-mechanical, electronic static/solid-state relays to today’s digital era
of microprocessor-based devices (seen in Figure 1). According to [21,22], an IED should
respect the requirements characterized by its governing PAC system including:

• Reliability: Reliability can be decomposed into (1) dependability, which is defined
as the degree of assurance that a PAC system will work correctly when required;
(2) security, refers to the assurance that a PAC system will operate correctly during
failure for which it is not responsible.

• Speed: The time delay to receive, treat, and issue a response for a data stream from
physical assets. The response time should be respected in order to minimize damage
caused by equipment and system failures.

• Selectivity: In the specific case of protection functions, the ability to determine and
disconnect the minimum possible parts of the network necessary for fault elimination
and disconnect the minimum number of customers.

• Redundancy: Required at both hardware and communication network levels.
• Interoperability: Allows to support multi-vendor deployments.
• Cost: Keeping the implementation and operating costs low while achieving the PAC

system goals. This is tightly related to the ’interoperability’ feature.
• Simplicity: Keeping operations as straightforward as possible to recover rapidly

during emergency events. This is also tightly related to the ’interoperability’ feature.

2.2. Current IED Design Requirements Limitations

A missing, yet vital, characteristic that has yet to be considered so far is flexibility.
Flexibility in engineering scope can be described as: “the ability of a system to respond to
internal or external changes affecting its service, in a timely and cost-effective manner” [23]. In
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the context of IEDs, research tackling this topic is limited to [24–27]. The primary use cases
include: (i) reducing initial manual deployments efforts; (ii) capability to modify or add
new functionalities; (iii) system recoveries in case of hardware failures or maintenance.

Moreover, the number of IEDs currently present in electricity grids is rather significant
(could reach hundreds in a HV substation) with a mixture of both outdated and novel
digital devices [9] (seen in Figure 2). Each IED is usually based on proprietary vendor
hardware, coupled with different operating systems and firmware that require managing
vendor-specific hardware configuration and maintenance tools.
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Current Digital Substations
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Current DER Plants
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Control bus
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Figure 2. Current Digital Substation and DER Plant architectures based on [28,29].

This number is projected to increase further as more innovative digital solutions are
developed. Active research exists on optimal placement of control devices that enhance
grid reliability and reduce investment costs in the electrical infrastructure itself, as studied
in [30,31]. Such complexity burdens utilities and grid operators with expensive CAPEX and
OPEX for the ICT infrastructure. In some cases, this might even push them into establishing
a functional dependency on a single vendor solution (hoping to reduce operational costs).

Projecting into a future with high uncertainties from renewables, the lack of agile
methodologies for IEDs developments and deployments, and solutions to easily monitor,
upgrade and manage the digital life cycles of IEDs introduces more operational constraints
against smart grid developments. In Section 5, we will introduce the concept of virtual
IEDs as a possible solution to the challenges presented. Nevertheless, we first present
future PAC systems’ communication requirements in the next section.

3. Communication Needs for Future PAC Systems

PAC systems process numerous data for applications that can be critical to power
system operation and require ubiquitous, reliable, and real-time communication. PAC
systems’ communication architecture is hierarchical, governing two extremities: a central-
slow level and a local-fast level.

• Local level: ensuring simple, safe functions based on local information acting on very
fast timescales

• Central level: allowing coordinated actions at the scale of the whole system, with com-
plex algorithms, slower action times, and the need to collect information from dis-
persed network components
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The downsides of such hierarchy were studied extensively by an IEEE Smart Grid
Research group [5] with a recommendation to move part of the ‘intelligent control’ from
the central-regional level to an intermediate-zonal level as a future vision by 2030. This
new control architecture defines stringent communication requirements to ensure robust
coordination of heterogeneous smart grid components.

Assuring real-time exchange of information from different electrical grid components
will permit power system actors to monitor, control, and manage grid operations more
efficiently, reliably, and flexibly [32]. Wide Area Networks (WAN), Neighborhood/Field
Area Network (NAN/FAN) and Local Area Networks (LAN) are basic communication cat-
egories in smart grids. The three categories are interconnected hierarchically as illustrated
in Figure 3. The content of this section is summarized in Table 1, which illustrates commu-
nication requirements of various PAC applications. Many research studies have detailed
the wired and wireless communication technologies cited in Table 1, including [33–36].

Local Area Network 
(LAN)

Neighbor/Field Area Network 
(NAN/FAN)Wide Area Network (WAN)

Smart 
Gateway

Core Network

Wired 
Backhaul

Base 
Station

Data 
Concentrator

Cloud Level Edge Computing On-device

SCADA

DER

Remote 
I/O

IED

Figure 3. Communication categories interconnection [34,35,37].

Table 1. PAC application communication requirements [20,35,38–41].

Category
Communication Link

Application Throughput E2E Delay Reliability
Wired Wireless

LAN
Coaxial Cable,

Ethernet

Bluetooth,
ZigBee,

Wifi,
Z-wave

Transfer tripping <10 kbps 3–10 ms >99.99%
GOOSE - 4 ms >99.99%
Sample Value SV 80, 256 samples

per 20 ms
- >99.99%

IED to IED interlocking 9.6–64 kbps <10 ms >99.99%
IED to IED, reverse blocking 9.6–64 kbps <10 ms >99.99%

NAN
FAN

Coaxial Cable,
Ethernet,

DSL,
Fiber optic,

ZigBee Pro,
WiFi,

Cellular,
LPWAN,
Satellite

Meter reads 10 kbps 2–10 s >98%
Distribution system monitoring and maintenance 10–30 kbps <5 s >99.5%
Volt/VAR control 10–30 kbps < 5 s >99.5%
DSDR 10–30 kbps <4 s >99.5%
Distribution grid FLISR 10–30 kbps few 100 ms >99.9%
Optimization for distribution grids 2–5 Mbps 25–100 ms >98%
Protection for microgrids - 0.1–10 s >99%

WAN
Coaxial Cable,

DSL,
Fiber optic

Cellular,
LPWAN,
Satellite

Distribution Management System 9.6–100 kbps 0.1–2 s >99%
Wide-Area Situational Awareness (WASA) 600–1500 kbps 15–200 ms >99.9%
Outage management 56 kbps 2 s >99.9%
Wide-Area Monitoring PAC 10–100 kbps <10 ms >99.99%
Adaptive islanding - <100 ms >99.9%
Cascading failure control - <5 s >99.9%
Wide-area voltage stability control - <5 s >99.9%
SCADA 1–10 kbps <100 ms >99.99%
Phasor Measurement Unit-based state estimation <1 Mbps 10–200 ms >99.9%
Dynamic state estimation - 100 ms >99.9%
Fault location <10 kbps 10 ms >99.99%

3.1. Local Area Network

LAN-based applications of PAC systems enable data exchange between IEDs and
a controller close to the power grid (for example, in the substation). A LAN can be
connected to other smart grid stakeholders, such as an electric utility or third-party energy
service provider, through a gateway. Since all data exchange occurs close to the power
grid, the communication requirements for LAN applications of PAC systems are low
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latency, high reliability, low cost, simplicity, and security. LAN networks can also allow the
Distribution System Operator (DSO) to perform NAN/FAN applications close to the IEDs.

3.2. Neighborhood/Field Area Network

NAN and FAN are networks in the distribution domain, supporting the flow of
information between WAN and LAN using either wireless or wired communications. They
allow data collection from various components on the distribution grid for transmission to a
central processing point or, in the reverse direction, to transmit commands from the central
processing point to distribution grid components. NANs/FANs capacities (i.e., data rates in
the range of 100 kbps–10 Mbps and a coverage up to 10 Km) enable the implementation of
various services on the distribution grid [42,43] such us: smart metering, fault management,
distribution grid control and automation, Fault Location, Isolation, and Service Recovery
(FLISR) for distribution grids, distribution system demand response (DSDR), etc.

3.3. Wide Area Network

The Wide Area Network (WAN) offers communication resources for intelligent back-
bone networks, and spans long-haul distances from the control center to NAN/FAN. This
supports applications such as wide-area PAC and high-frequency data transmission from
many measurement points. As a result, an efficiently coordinated control is allowed, im-
proving the stability of the power system. Moreover, managing various IEDs can enable
various application, such as dynamic state estimation, distribution management system,
and cascading failure control.

Wide-area PAC applications leverage information on the overall state of the system
and locally collected data to limit the spread of significant disturbances [44]. These applica-
tions, compared to conventional SCADA and Energy Management (EMS) systems, reduce
response time and provide higher data resolution. Real-time measurements are taken
across the entire electrical network by IEDs and transmitted to control centers. Conversely,
orders and commands are transmitted from control centers to IEDs [43].

WAN applications collect a large amount of data at high data rates (10 Mbps–1 Gbps)
while covering a wide perimeter of the electrical network (10–100 km). Various communi-
cation means can meet the requirements of WAN applications:

• Optical fiber network: Often used due to its high capacity, security, and low latency.
• Cellular Network: Used for its wide coverage range and high data rate.
• Satellite Network: Provide backup communications through redundant communica-

tions at critical nodes of the power grid (i.e., transmission/distribution substations).

However, ensuring a good performance of the communication network is not sufficient
for the requirements of PAC systems. In the next section, the importance of “interoperabil-
ity” for future PAC systems is presented.

4. Interoperability Needs for Future PAC Systems

Integrating Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in the power system
promises to ensure an automated, self-healing smart grid model preventing unnecessary
blackouts caused by human errors [17]. However, correctly describing and configuring the
necessary data (e.g., primary asset data, IEDs) by different interoperable ICT tools becomes
a tedious task. Traditional practices involve highly complex documentation to interpret grid
data (mainly saved on memory registers), thus lacking inherent interoperability properties.

In order to simplify access to grid data, the IEC published the main standards semanti-
cally defined for power systems: (1) IEC 61850 for power automation; (2) power system
operation and planning standards bundled in Common Information Model (CIM) (parts
IEC 61970, IEC 61968, IEC 62325) [45]; (3) IEC 62056 for metering [46]. The standards aim
to provide a more efficient, and reliable electrical grid where large scale information can be
shared without lock-ins from proprietary vendor definitions [47].

The standardized information can then be transmitted over multiple IEDs or hosts
over the communication channels with no additional mapping of essential meta-data (e.g.,
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value, unit, scale). Protocols (communication rules), Semantics (data meaning), and Syntax
(data format) interoperability are all indispensable for future PAC systems operations.
We particularly focus on IEC 61850 standard as we generally (but not fully) limit the
scope of the PAC applications considered in this research to those that can be embedded
and formally modeled within IEDs (especially in digital substations and distribution grid
control systems). In the next subsection, we introduce the main concepts of IEC 61850 that
will be utilized and referred to in the survey conducted in Section 7.

Fundamental Components of IEC 61850

IEC 61850 is an international, well-established standard for specifying communica-
tion networks and systems in power utility automation. Its primary goals are to ensure
interoperability between multiple vendor IEDs and the data exchange between physi-
cally separated subsystems performing different functionality [28]. Interoperability as
per IEC 61850 is often a pre-condition to interchangeability and portability but does not
automatically imply them [48]. Interchangeability includes behavioral and performance
characteristics in contrast to portability which solely concerns hardware and platform level
modifications [28].

Most importantly, IEC 61850 is not just a communication protocol; it also does not
describe the “behavior” of IEDs. For example, how each piece of equipment should
operate and be implemented to perform its expected function(s) is outside the standard’s
scopes [28].

IEC 61850 consists of three main elements:

• Data Model: Partitioning each IED into modular object-oriented components (using
Logical Devices (LD), Logical Nodes (LN), Data Objects (DO), and Data Attributes
(DA)) which allows performing independent replacements [49]. The standard defines
the common ‘Classes’ to specify different semantic data objects. This permits modeling
and describing several electrical network information (including electrical protections,
electro-technical equipment, power quality equipment, DER, etc.) homogeneously.

• Communication: Describing Abstract Communication Service Interfaces (ACSI) (IEC
61850-7-2 [50]), based on the functional requirements in IEC 61850-5 [20], facilitates
the information exchange between IEDs, and towards external remote information
systems. The standard specifies the procedures to map the abstract stack to the final
communication protocol stack, including Sample Value (SV), Manufacturing Mes-
saging Specification (MMS), and Generic Object-Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE)
protocols (IEC 61850-8-1 [51]/IEC 61850-9-2 [52]).

• Engineering and Testing: The standard specifies engineering tools for the specifica-
tion, configuration, and testing of IEDs (IEC 61850-6 [53]). The files exchanged with
the vendors are in standardized digital eXtensible markup language (XML) format.

In recent years, the idea of ’Cloud IEC 61850’ based on the cloud computing model
emerged. Ferreira et al. [11] were the first to demonstrate the migration concept of the
original (physical) IEC 61850 structure into a (virtual) infrastructure. The study proposes a
mapping from the ’logical’ IEC 61850 specification (LD, LNs) to a portable virtual machine
environment connected to process interfaces benefiting as much as possible from traditional
IEC 61850 engineering design. The study also proved the important contribution of IEC
61850 when transitioning into software-defined PAC systems.

In the next two sections, we present the principle of virtualization technology and the
Cloud/Edge computing architecture for future PAC systems in relation with the concept of
Cloud IEC 61850.

5. Virtualization

Virtualization, a well-established practice in the IT field, is claimed to have emerged
in the late 1960s as a robust time-sharing solution for mainframe computers [54]. This
breakthrough concept increased the efficiency of expensive, shared computing resources
among different users. Over the years, the idea of having computing servers supporting
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the simultaneous running of multiple isolated runtimes with legacy support (operating
systems, libraries) grew into a necessity. This led to the wide adoption of virtualization
techniques in the early 2000s, becoming a computing industry standard [54].

Virtualization uses software (represented by the virtualization hypervisor/container
engine layer in Figure 4) to emulate different hardware-level functionalities and create an
equivalent ’virtual’ or ’software-based’ computing system. A hypervisor is responsible
for partitioning a single physical (host) hardware and allocating the system resources
(computing, networking, storage) between the isolated partitions. The ’virtual’ computing
system is formally known as a ’virtual machine’ or VM. Each VM encapsulates a self-
contained environment with a (guest) operating system and running software applications
decoupled from its underlying host. Another variation of VMs gaining interest is container
technology. The main difference is that containers share the host’s kernel (hence are
constrained to the host operating system with less isolation) and are orchestrated by a
container engine, which is more lightweight than classical VMs with better scalability
support [55].

Physical server Physical server or Virtual Machine

Hypervisor Operating system (Host OS)

Container Engine

App 1

Bins/libs

Container1

App 2

Bins/libs

Container2

App 3

Bins/libs

Container3

App 1

Bins/libs

Guest OS

App 2

Bins/libs

Guest OS

VM2

App 3

Bins/libs

Guest OS

VM3

Virtual Machines Containers

App 1

Bins/libs

Guest OS

VM1

Figure 4. Generic Virtualization Architecture based on [56].

Different types of virtualization exist ranging from: desktop, server (mainly for data
centers), operating system, networking, and network functions or NFV in telecommunica-
tions [57]. The multidisciplinary adoption stems from the added benefits of virtualization
compared to legacy IT systems which can be summarized as [55,57]:

• Optimize compute resource usage
• Increase the flexibility of processing and storage resources
• Reducing overall deployment costs (CAPEX) by using software-based applications

running on low-cost "off-the-shelf" processing equipment instead of dedicated hard-
ware

• Reduce maintenance, operations and management (OPEX) costs through centralized
remote monitoring

• Enabler of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [58] and cloud computing paradigms
• Supporting legacy applications
• Disaster recovery, High availability support
• Backup, Cloning, Snapshots

Virtualization for Critical Real-Time Systems and the vIED Concept

More recently, the interest in virtualization for real-time systems gained popularity
with applications in industrial control systems (with virtualized Programmable Logic
Controllers PLCs). Results by [59] showed the suitability of virtualized PLC (i.e., a VM
or container with a PLC software runtime) with response times in the ranges of 5–10 ms.
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Interested readers can refer to the works of [29] for a state-of-the-art on virtual PLC concepts
and their real-time performance with consolidated (dummy traffic) workloads.

Latest versions of VMware [60] hypervisor ESXI Real Time (RT) showed promising
deterministic latency (i.e., the time difference between the actual thread wake-up and
the intended wake-up time [61]) averaging at 3.5 microseconds for a total cycle time
of 120 microseconds [62]. These results fit into the stringent hard RT (“real-time system
whose operation is incorrect (totally fails) if results are not produced according to specified timing
requirements”—ISO/IEC TR 23188 [63]) requirements of protection and process control
applications as an upgrade from the already supported soft RT ( “real time system whose
operation is degraded if results are not produced according to specified timing requirements”—
ISO/IEC TR 23188 [63]).

Similarly, a software-defined (or hereby virtualized) PAC system relies on different
IEDs bundled into logical/software entities running on standardized hardware. As shown
in Figure 5, a virtual IED (vIED) instance represents a VM or container with functional busi-
ness logic (e.g., overvoltage protection, tap voltage regulator, or droop control algorithms)
and an IEC 61850 communication stack. The physical grid data are gathered by remote
I/O modules and, possibly, Merging Units (MU), which digitalize the analog signals and
transmit them through Ethernet connections. The physical network adapters receive the
digital data where redirection and treatment within the logical levels occur. In the next
section, we introduce the concepts of Cloud/Edge computing, enabled by virtualization
technology, in relevance with the software-defined PAC systems concept.

Guest OS

Compute Network Storage

Real Time Virtualization Layer

Standard Hardware

Station/Process Data Bus vNetwork

Remote I/O Analog to Digital
Merging Unit MU

Physical
Logical

VM

Guest OS

Virtual IED

eth0

eth1

IEC 61850 
Stack

Functional
Stack

VM or Container

MMS 
Server

SV Sub

Goose 
Pub/Sub

VM

Guest OS

Virtual IED

eth0

eth1

IEC 61850 
Stack

Functional
Stack

VM or Container

MMS 
Server

SV Sub

Goose 
Pub/Sub

ethernet

Figure 5. Virtual IED concept based on [64,65].

6. Cloud/Edge Computing Architecture for Future PAC Systems

In order to improve their operation, smart grids are integrating additional connected
IEDs and sensing nodes (often Internet of Things, or IoT-based) collecting large amounts of
data which become challenging to manage. In the case of critical PAC systems, traditional
architectures, based on cloud computing, fail to meet processing requirements as presented
in Section 3.

Data processing near devices, known as edge computing or fog computing, is a new data
processing architecture where data are no longer exploited in a public or private cloud data
center but rather locally in the device or a nearby gateway. By treating data as close as
possible to their source (e.g., primary/secondary substation, DER plant), edge computing
supports new services requiring wide bandwidth, high reactivity, and low latency while
respecting data security and confidentiality. Edge computing also enables high application
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availability, allowing operations with low-quality connection to the Cloud, or even in some
cases with no connectivity at all (which is the case of critical PAC). Table 2 presents a
comparison between cloud and edge architectures based on [66–68].

Table 2. Comparison between edge and cloud architectures based on [66–68].

Evaluation Parameter Edge Computing Architecture Cloud Architecture

Latency

Ensures low latency to handle real-time
applications such as: monitoring frequency and

verifying VAR (Voltage-Ampere Reaction)
regulation to avoid power factor penalties.

Given the distance that separates the connected
devices from the cloud servers, a multi-hop

communication is necessary, imposing a high
communication delay. This exceeds the maximum

delay tolerated by some real-time applications.

Bandwidth

Thanks to data filtering and pre-processing on the
edge, it would no longer be necessary to send vast
amounts of non-treated data to the cloud; it would
be possible to collect more information on the grid
and enrich forecasting models without increasing

the cost of communication service.

To ensure precise control of the grid,
communicating devices (e.g., IoT based) transmit
large amounts of real-time raw data to the cloud.

This increases the load on the communication
network, thereby creating congestion and

increasing the transmission delay, the error rate,
and the OPEX of the telecommunication network.

Security

PAC systems handle an increasing volume of
private and sensitive information on the power

grid. Data processing in the edge allows selecting
which data must go through the cloud and which

must remain local.

The cloud can be managed by third parties, so
sending sensitive or private user data (collected by

connected IoT devices) raises privacy and
security concerns.

Storage Limited Abundant

6.1. Hierarchical Relationship between Cloud and Edge Computing for PAC Systems

As presented in Figure 6, the PAC system architecture mapped to the Cloud/Edge
computing model consists of three main layers. The lower (on-device) layer represents the
wide-area measurement system. It sends collected data to a processing point located at the
middle (edge) layer that can be on-site or distributed throughout the communication net-
work. The edge layer stores and analyzes the collected data to transmit corrective orders to
resolve local issues. Aggregated data are then sent to the central (cloud) processing point in
the upper layer, which has system-wide visibility to solve problems requiring coordination.
However, edge or cloud computing system model requires extensive management and
monitoring capabilities.

6.2. Management of a Fleet of vIEDs

Using the Cloud/Edge architecture to manage a fleet of virtual IEDs can help reduce
deployment efforts and optimize system performance. For example, the tool can quickly
deploy new virtual PAC applications on edge nodes from a central remote station with
no need for on-site interventions (with a precondition that physical I/O cabling is already
done). In addition, if the virtual IEDs require an upgrade (e.g., firmware, configuration
files) or hardware maintenance, the application can be temporarily redeployed to a different
edge node redirecting the I/O streams as required. However, the deterministic compute
resource behavior and the need for robust state and time synchronization techniques
are the main research points. Having introduced the different constituting elements of
software-defined/virtualized PAC systems, we next present a detailed survey on this topic.
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Figure 6. Cloud/Edge Computing Architecture mapped to future PAC systems in Smart Grids based
on [69,70].

7. Survey on Software-Defined PAC

The survey aims to assess the maturity of software-defined/virtualized PAC systems
in smart grids by analyzing: (1) the latest academic research, (2) first industrial prototypes,
(3) as well as relevant standards works. For the rest of the paper, we use virtualized PAC
systems and software-defined PAC systems interchangeably.
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7.1. Methodology

This survey was conducted by mainly referring to Google Scholar [71] and IEEE Xplore [72]
databases for all academic references. The keywords used include: software-defined PAC;
software-defined smart grid; virtualized PAC; virtualized IED; cyber-physical energy sys-
tem virtualization; flexible PAC; substation virtualization; Cloud IEC 61850; containerized
IEC 61850. The selected research articles date from the 2010s till 2022. We neglected pa-
pers dealing purely with software-defined communication networks for power systems.
Moreover, we focused on papers with case studies conforming to our definition of PAC
applications and requirements (refer to Sections 1 and 3). As for the industrial references,
we mainly used similar keywords aggregated with some power system vendors’ names
on the google search engine, which led us to some industry White Papers. Furthermore,
the IEEE, IEC, and CIGRE standards’ websites were used to find relevant standards based
on the same keywords.

7.2. Virtualized PAC Systems Main Academic Works

A summary of previous academic works can be seen in Table 3. The criteria to
distinguish the works include:

• research scope
• the use of IEC 61850
• the need for deterministic latency (Hard real-time or Soft real-time) based on the tested

case study
• communication networking covered
• application domain of case study

Table 3. Academic Research Articles on virtualized PAC systems.

Reference Research IEC 61850 RT Networking Domain

Yufeng Xin et al. [73] Concepts Only - - Virtual Networking Generic Smart Grid

Ferreira et al. [74] Followup of [11] Only Transfer Time
Requirements (TTR) Hard Real-Time Open DDS Digital Substation

Ferreira et al. [75] Followup of [74] Limited to Data
modelling/TTR Hard Real-Time Open DDS Digital Substation

Dayabhai et al. [76,77]
Architectures/

Design
Considerations

- - - Digital Substation

Wojtowicz et al. [78] Concepts/Testbed VM-Based IEC 61850
Server Hard Real-Time Virtual Networking Digital Substation

Wojtowicz et al. [79] Followup of [78] VM-based IEC 61850
Server Hard Real-Time Virtual Networking Digital Substation

Rosch et al. [65] Concepts/Testbed Containerized IEC
61850 Server Soft Real-Time SDN Digital Substation

Rosch et al. [80] Followup of [65]
SCL topol-

ogy/Containerized
IEC 61850 Server

Soft Real-Time SDN Digital Substation

Wang et al. [81] Architecture/
Simulation

Limited to data
modelling - - Generic Smart Grid

Attarha, Kurger
et al. [19,24,82] Concepts/Testbed MMS - - Distribution

Grid Automation

Hage Hassan et al. [83] Concepts/
Simulation - - - Distribution

Grid Automation

De Din et al. [84] Concepts
/Simulation

Proprietary data
model - - Distribution

Grid Automation

Jablkowski et al. [85] Testbed - Soft Real-Time SDN
Digital Substations/

Distribution
Grid Automation

Wang et al. [10] Concepts/Testbed - - - Microgrids

Yufeng Xin et al. [73] initially introduced the concept of decoupling smart grid control
applications from their underlying computing infrastructure back in 2011. The authors
in [73] argued against the inefficiency of classical fixed-feature designs for complex smart
grid application deployments. Three affected smart grid levels were recognized: sensors/
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phasor measurement units (PMUs), substation, and inter-substation, which were centrally
orchestrated by a broker. However, the study by [73] was purely conceptual and did not
deal with interoperability considerations.

The works of Ferreira el al. [11] were followed up in [74,75], where the concept of
‘software-defined PAC systems’ made its first appearance (see Figure 7). The focus of
the works in [74,75] was to test the end-to-end performance of virtualized PAC system
architectures. Benchmark testing using a Data Distribution Service (DDS) middleware
(simulating an IEC 61850 communication) in VMs validated performance for soft real-time
PAC applications with transfer time latencies (e.g., VM to VM, Host to VM) varying from 1
to 5 ms.

Centralized/Virtualized Digital Substations

IED

RTU

Process bus

Server 1

Station bus

Switch

Router

Virtual IED

Virtual IEDVirtual IEDVM

Server 1

SCADA
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IEC 
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HMI

Local Server Rack
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VMs
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VMs
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Virtual Networks

Centralized/Virtualized DER Plants

Server 2

Server 
2

Remote I/O

Process bus

Merging
Units MU 
(Digital)

Possible field bus

Control bus

Phasor
Measurements

Figure 7. Possible Future Centralized/Virtualized Digital Substation and DER Plant architectures
based on Table 3 references where ’Centralized’ refers to the architecture and ’Virtualized’ refers to
the implementation.

The design considerations of a high-performance computing substation platform
with support for virtualization were evaluated by Dayabhai et al. [76,77]. The analyzed
areas ranged from hypervisor features (VM management, supervision, and network ac-
cess), redundancy against disaster recovery scenarios, hardware specifications, and virtual
networking (VLAN, vSwitch). Moreover, the authors in [76] detailed the expected industri-
alization and technical challenges beholding virtualized substation automation solutions
with recommendations to help bridge the IT/OT technical gap and cybersecurity by design
considerations. However, the study did not explicitly deal with process-level PAC system
applications and was limited to station-level generic applications (e.g., Human Machine
Interface (HMI), gateway, and data concentrators).

Wojtowicz et al. [78] presented the concept of an IED based on virtualization tech-
nology. Authors in [78] built a virtual environment and performed system tests on dif-
ferent virtual machines simulating IEC 61850 client/server services (including MMS, SV,
and GOOSE). The tests in [78] focused on communication delays and time synchronization
performances without simulating any particular PAC application logic. The work of [78]
is continued in [79] by testing a generic overcurrent protection application subscribed to
SV streams from a Merging Unit (MU). Furthermore, the environment in [79] was scaled
and benchmarked to around 171 virtual machines (Linux and Windows based) running
on three different physical servers. Results showed an average of 7–8 ms tripping time,
validating the potential and preliminary reliability of virtualized protection systems.

The works of Rosch et al. [65] were the first to test container-based virtualization
of an IEC 61850 communication network based on Software Defined Networking (SDN)
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principles [86]. The authors in [65] proposed a novel co-simulation setup covering both
the physical electrical grid and a realistic process network traffic (running as docker con-
tainers [87]) in the host server. The evaluation was performed on a simplified overvoltage
protection algorithm and modeling of the affected latency. The criteria were primarily
based on transfer times (delays) specified in IEC 61850-5. Again, the first results showed
no violations of the fixed requirements in all different scenarios (averaging at around
21 ms delay).

The follow-up by [80] focuses on proposing a framework for automating the creation
of containerized IEDs from existing IEC 61850 configuration files. The containerized
virtual IEDs are set up after parsing the System Configuration Language (SCL) file and
configuring their base image with the IEC 61850 communication services (from open source
libIEC61850 [88] ). Rosch et al. [80] conclude on the possibility of scaling the framework to
fully represent a real substation network in the future. No particular performance (technical
or qualitative) evaluations were performed in the scope of the framework testing.

Both Attarha et al. [24] and Wang et al. [81] propose a smart grid function virtualization
framework inspired by the ETSI MANO [89] telecommunication architecture. Wang et al.
explicitly included an IEC 61850 component in the framework to ensure interoperability.
The concepts in [24] were validated by simulating the mitigation of a hardware and telecom
networking anomaly thanks to a containerized coordinated voltage controller and state
estimator case study. The scenarios helped demonstrate the advantages of virtual IEDs for
disaster recovery. Moreover, the cybersecurity risks and threats analysis of the proposed
virtualization-based smart grid architecture were later investigated in Attarha et al. [82].

Hassan et al. [83] tested flexible execution modes (centralized, distributed) for virtu-
alized state estimators (on docker containers) to address system disturbances. Similarly,
a study by De Din et al. [84] focused on a flexible distributed voltage controller (on docker
containers) with a coordinated data exchange mechanism between the container nodes
resolving voltage limits and assuring communication network scalability.

Another testbed was prototyped by Jablkowski et al. [85] as an open source platform
based on the XEN hypervisor [90] which was optimized for cyber-physical systems. Support
of the developed testbed was verified by coupling to a real-time grid simulator. A server
running a virtual tap changer control received data from a phasor measurement unit
through a software-defined network open switch.

Wang et al. [10] presented a software-defined control architecture for microgrids to
tackle the challenges of hardware dependencies and reducing costs. The study proposed
the concepts of a flexible software-defined controller with a control function library (e.g.,
droop, secondary, tertiary control) and a generalized orchestrated workflow for ensuring
controller management. A proof-of-concept testbed for a virtual droop controller was set up
where results showed no performance degradation compared to a traditional (embedded)
controller. Wang et al. [10] mention the possibility of utilizing virtual machines to run the
virtual controllers; however, the chosen setup was based on a single physical remote server
without mentioning any data modeling aspects. Furthermore, the general orchestration
workflow was not fully demonstrated in the case of secondary and tertiary controllers nor
in terms of remote control management.

Summarizing, the majority of previous papers can be considered purely conceptual,
non-experimental papers. This can be justified as this research area is still in its early stages,
thus the need to start with proper concept definitions. Regarding the few experimental
works, most focused primarily on benchmarking performance requirements (mainly as
specified in IEC 61850-5) with stress tests on the telecom network to validate bottlenecks
and latency. Both virtual machines and container technologies were utilized, where the
latter was favored for soft real-time performances (greater than 10 ms). In general, full
support for hard RT performance is still lacking due to the virtualization hypervisors’
limitations, especially in containers. The IEC 61850 standard was used in most previous
studies, especially for virtual protection. Moreover, the concept of orchestration tools for
centralized lifecycle management was evaluated to mitigate failure events and ensure
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automated disaster recovery of virtualized PAC systems. In the next section, we extend
our survey and summarize the latest industrial proof of concepts in the area of virtualized
PAC systems.

7.3. Virtualized PAC Systems Main Industrial Works

More recently, industrial pilots and proof of concepts have emerged in the field of vir-
tualized PAC systems (seen in Table 4). The research aims varied from proposing reference
architectures and specifications, and integrated hardware/software platform solutions.

Table 4. Industrial proofs of concepts for virtualized PAC systems.

Project Name Lead Scope Virtualization
Technology Used Domain Applications RT

SOGNO [69] EU/LF Energy

Reference concept of a
modular, interoperable
service-oriented design

of data-driven
distribution automation

systems

Docker
Kubernetes

Distributed
Automation

State Estimation,
Power Control,
Quality, Fault
Localization,

Load Forecasting

Soft RT

EU
projects [70,91] EU

Re-utilizing [69]’s
reference platform for
virtual power plants

and market based data
exchanges

Docker
Kubernetes [92]

Distributed
Automation

Voltage,
Frequency control Soft RT

SEAPATH [93] LF Energy

Reference
concept/design and real

time platform for
industrial electricity
system operators to

execute their virtualized
applications for
automation and

protection.

KVM [94] Digital Substation - Hard RT

Centralized
Substation

Platform [95]
EPRI

Virtual computing
platform for electric

substations to support
SCADA and
management

applications while
meeting cybersecurity

requirements

- Digital Substation - -

Grid
Management

platform
common design

architecture
GMP [96]

Dell, Intel,
VMWare

Virtual computing
platform running in
edge substation or

control center
supporting legacy
applications and

security standards

VMware

Digital
Substation,

Distribution Grid
Automation

- -

Edge for Smart
Secondary

Substations [97]
Consortium

Reference architecture
design for open,

interoperable
standards-based

platform for digital
secondary substations

- Digital Substation
Secondary
Substation

Automation
Soft RT

Virtual
Protection

Relay (VPR)
[98]

Kalkitech, Intel

VPR reference
architecture hosting

protection applications
to benchmark against

legacy applications and
a framework to support

onboarding of VPR

VMware Digital Substation Protection Hard RT

A docker-based platform for containerized distribution grid automation domain was
developed as part of the European project SOGNO [69], now part of the open-source Linux
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Foundation (LF) Energy. The SOGNO project demonstrated the benefits of microservices,
a lightweight, scalable software development architecture [99,100], for distribution system
operators’ control center information systems. Several advanced soft RT functionalities
(e.g., LV state estimator, fault isolation, power control) were validated in different field trials.
The architecture proposed in [69] also envisioned an interoperability layer, with IEC 61850
protocol gateways and support of grid topology based on CIM data. Several European
projects utilized the SOGNO reference architecture as part of their advanced smart grid
platform implementations (e.g., EdgeFlex [70], Platoon [91]). However, SOGNO does not
directly deal with virtualized IEDs at process levels or within substation domains.

Another project led by LF Energy, the SEAPATH project [93], mainly focused on
providing a reference hard real-time platform running virtualized substation automation
systems (and beyond). KVM [94], an open-source hypervisor, forms the base of the platform
with docker support, advanced data processing technologies (e.g., Data Plane Development
Kit DPDK [101], and several integrated administration and security services. Testing
the availability, performance, and reliability of the platform and virtualized automation
applications based on lab measurements (with IEC 61850 communications) are within the
envisioned scope of SEAPATH.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) surveyed specific considerations for cen-
tralized digital substation platforms [95]. The areas covered among others were cybersecu-
rity support, intrusion detection, access control, network support, fault tolerance, firmware
management, and scalability. A collaboration between Dell, Intel, and VMware aims to
develop the proper hardware servers responding to the needs of centralized/virtualized
substation PAC systems and power system operators’ modernized control centers [96].

Recently, an international consortium of utilities, distribution grid operators, inte-
grators, and IT technology experts was developed as part of the ’Edge for Smart Sec-
ondary Substations’ project [97]. This consortium focuses on specifying reference technical
hardware/software requirements and end-to-end application management for proactive
secondary substations.

The Virtual Protection Relay (VPR) solution for hard RT requirements in substation
automation was jointly developed by Intel, and Kalkitech [98]. The research analyzed
response time (referring to IEC 61850 requirements) against different network configura-
tions and resource allocations with parameter sensitivity studies. Furthermore, virtual
networking redundancy and time synchronization requirements were discussed. Promising
results were shown with time delays equivalent to existing protection systems.

Moreover, industrial products specialized in providing hardware-level centralization
and virtualization of IEDs are being researched by leading vendors [102–104]. The interest
in a microservice architecture (container-based) for substation protection applications was
analyzed by [105]. Preliminary results showed multiple practical issues (mainly compati-
bility, resources, dependencies, and overhead) which made the transition to containerized
protection non-straightforward. Industrial standardized servers (compliant with IEC 61850-
3 [106]) that can run virtualized IEDs have emerged, yet still lack proper installation and
operation frameworks.

Summarizing, the current maturity of industry solutions for virtualized PAC systems
is at its early stages (mainly through pilots and proofs of concept). The areas covered
both deterministic latency (hard RT protection and control) as well as soft RT (mainly
automation and SCADA, secondary substations). Some market-ready solutions exist but
are limited to specific vendor implementations and hence do not fully harvest the ad-
vantages of virtualized PAC systems. The tool interfaces remain proprietary and easy
to use frameworks are still lacking. Moreover, the maintainability and support of the
platform itself and the responsibilities of the involved stakeholders (e.g., grid operators,
virtualization platform maintainers, certification bodies) have yet to be explicitly addressed.
Another observation concerns the proposals of different ’reference’ architectures within
these projects. Unless these diverse ’references’ somehow converge, a significant complex-
ity will be added for future PAC systems deployments. In the next section, we extend
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our survey and summarize the latest standardization efforts in the area of virtualized
PAC systems.

7.4. Virtualized PAC Systems Main Standardization Groups Works

Recently, many standardization groups in the research area of future PAC system
developments have been emerging, driven by the rising industry interest (as seen in Table 5).
The working groups mainly from IEC, IEEE, and CIGRE aim to cover specific digital
substation requirements and architectures, as well as IT/OT convergence specifications
relevant for future PAC systems. We observe involvement from power system experts,
distribution and transmission system operators, software vendor providers, and IT experts
within these working groups.

It would be in the best interest of the power community if the standardization works
highly consider feedback from the aforementioned industries and pilot projects in Section 7.
Moreover, reaching a comprehensive or relative convergence between all standardization
parties is key to avoiding closed visions creating added complexity. Having presented our
comprehensive survey spanning academic, industrial, and standards works, in the next
Section 8, the survey’s domain is extended. We share a summary of the telecommunication
industry’s experience with a concept that we believe is relevant for virtualized PAC systems.

Table 5. Standards Groups in relation with virtualized PAC systems.

Origin Research Scope Type Publishing

IEEE PSCC P21 [107]
System requirements and architecture for
supporting the virtualization of substation
protection and control applications

Study Group/
Technical Report 2022

IEEE PSCC P11 [107] Cloud Computing, uses and Requirements
of Electric Power Utilities Task Force -

CIGRE B5.60 [108]
Protection, Automation, and Control Ar-
chitectures with Functionality indepen-
dent of hardware

Working Group/
Technical Report 2022

CIGRE B5.73 [109]
Experiences and Trends related to Pro-
tection Automation and Control Systems
Functional Integration

Working Group/
Technical Report 2023

CIGRE D2.43 [110] Enabling software defined networking for
electric power utilities

Working Group/
Technical Brochure 2022

CIGRE B5.77 [111]

Requirements for Information Technolo-
gies (IT) and Operational Technology
(OT) managed of Protection, Automation,
and Control Systems (PAC systems)

Working Group/
Technical Report 2025

ISO/IEC JTC1
WG24 [112]

IIoT and digital twin applications in power
system’s management

Joint WG with IEC TC
57 -

ISO/IEC TR
23188/IEC TS

23167 [63]

Information technology — Cloud
computing — Edge computing land-
scape/Common technologies and
techniques

Standard 2020

8. Relevance of Telecommunication Industry Experience in Network Function
Virtualization When Virtualizing PAC Systems

In early 2012, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) group
first released a white paper explaining the next paradigm shift in the telecommunication
world [113]. The paper unveiled the concept of “Network Function Virtualization” shortly
known as NFV. The ’revolutionary’ idea came after telecom network operators became
bombarded with hundreds of different single-function hardware they had to maintain.
Each network vendor provided a dedicated hardware appliance embedded with a network
application (e.g., router, firewall, radio access nodes), resulting in complex manual efforts
with high costs. Consequently, the basic idea behind NFV was to uncouple network
application hardware dependencies by using IT virtualization practices. The previously
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hardware-tied network functions would be run inside the well-established IT virtual
machines on top of standardized commodity hardware. The benefits of NFV according
to [113–115] included:

• increased flexibility over network deployments
• CAPEX/OPEX savings
• faster innovation cycles (time to market)
• simpler integration and controllability over network operations (orchestration)

The NFV community was closely followed by ETSI, which established different work-
ing group areas (from virtualization infrastructure, management and orchestration, re-
liability and availability, as well as security and ecosystem strategies) with over 100 s
of specification documents already published [116]. ETSI subsequently proposed a ref-
erence architectural framework for NFV to homogenize solutions that can be reused by
industry [117].

Nevertheless, this section highlights the latest market observations and industry im-
plementation experiences of NFV that might be of high relevance to consider for virtualized
PAC systems. The resemblances are the implementation choices based on IT virtualization
for hardware/software decoupling and the promised long-term benefits and opportunities.
A recent industry survey summarized in Table 6 depicted some of the most common chal-
lenges faced by network operators when switching to NFV architectures. Despite a relative
technology readiness and maturity, several non-technical factors led to the slow evolution
of NFV and prevented it from becoming mainstream today [118,119].

Table 6. Challenges of Network Function Virtualization NFV as identified by network operators
in [120] survey that are relevant for virtualized PAC systems. X= confirmed, - = not applicable

Identified Challenge/Enterprise AT & T China Mobile DTelecom Orange Verizon Vodafone Rautken

Lack IT Skills X - X - - - -
Performance Differences - X - - - - -
Integrating Multi-Vendor Solutions - X - X - - -
Lacking Integration Standards/Interoperability - - - X X X -
Too Complex Architecture - - X - X - -
Support for Orchestration/Automation - - X X - X -
Move to Cloud-Native (containers) - - X X X X X
Vendor Support X - - - X - X
Need Support for Open Collaborations X - X X - - -

In general, the issues faced ranged from modest CAPEX and OPEX reductions, which
were offset by high software licensing costs. A typical reasoning was given by [118] as:
“The device vendors say that the cost and value of their product are more tied into things such as the
R&D for the software and support of software-hosted features than it is in the ’hardware’ boxes”.
Furthermore, finding suitable business cases to justify significant upfront investment costs
was problematic [118,121]. Given the long-established critical nature of networks, finding
the right balance between legacy and NFV adoption was also a main challenge.

Moreover, onboarding of NFV was a rather difficult process due to lacking common
integration frameworks and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) (e.g., support
connection to SDN/Core controllers) [121,122]. This resulted in numerous customized
approaches locking operators into vendor-specific virtualization platforms. Inconsistencies
in performance and compliance testing validations, especially in the case of orchestration,
were observed. With limited metrics standardization, cross-vendor and cross-architecture
results become difficult to analyze [123].

We expect that most of the NFV adoption issues mentioned in this section, especially
regarding interoperability, software licensing, onboarding, and deployment efforts will
also be faced in the case of software-defined PAC architectures. However, by having
clearly defined objectives, the power industry can at least avoid some hurdles and prevent
unnecessary operational issues thanks to the lessons learned from the telecommunication
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world experience in NFV. In the next section, we discuss the future challenges for software-
defined PAC systems’ adoption in more detail.

9. Challenges for Software-Defined PAC Systems Adoption

Based on the surveys conducted in the previous sections, we expect the following
future challenges awaiting software-defined PAC systems. These include both technical,
as well as industry stakeholders challenges before widespread adoption takes place.

9.1. Technical Challenges

• Interoperability: In the case of software-defined systems, we can see that communi-
cation interoperability will no longer be sufficient; Rather, interoperability at software
development levels is required (architectures, APIs). New standardization efforts,
as presented in Section 7.4, are the first steps in this direction. However, it is also
necessary to have proper engineering tools and frameworks that abstract the underly-
ing technology platform running the (cross-vendor) virtualized IEDs. For example,
a hardware descriptor and networking model with an IEC 61850 configuration file
(including functional setting parametrization) can describe the virtual IED needs in-
dependently of a specific hypervisor or container engine. Furthermore, as internal
communication (on the same physical server) between the virtual IEDs replaces physi-
cal GOOSE messaging, standard API developments to access a shared memory or a
shared GOOSE service need to be considered [98].

• Determinism, Networking, and Time Synchronization: Mission-critical hard RT
applications (e.g., substations protection and control and distribution automation)
will fail if maximum delay requirements are not respected. Currently, state-of-the-
art performances are limited to 5–20 ms response times. Support for hard real-time
deterministic virtualization is still not fully mature yet. Advancements in last-level
cache, time sensitive networking [124], and deterministic networking are possible
enablers [29]. Moreover, support is needed for deterministic live VM migration [125],
and synchronized redundant virtual network interface cards (e.g., parallel redundancy
protocol and single root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV)) [98]. Avoiding networking
bottlenecks, especially for consolidated workloads with different resource priority
requirements, is essential. This shall allow benefiting from the high availability and
disaster recovery mechanisms offered by virtualization for real-time systems.

• Reliability & Availability: Virtualized PAC systems are composed of numerous sub-
components between the physical power asset and the logical environment controlling
the asset. Traditional failure risks are at the physical networks (switches), I/O modules,
and server operating systems. vPAC systems include failure risks from the hypervisor
or container engine as well as virtual networking cards in internal networks. Exten-
sive reliability, including all sub-components, must be studied to ensure robustness
equivalent to physical PAC systems.

• Scalability: Solution performance at scale has both technical (networking bottlenecks,
determinism) and economic (hardware footprint reductions) implications that need to
be considered. Examples of testing include scale-ups of LD/LN IEC 61850 data model
per VM/container and its effect on performance, especially in the case of GOOSE
and SV.

• Security: Need for security by design and intrusion detection studies. This also
includes users’ authentication, secure protocols (Transport Layer Security TLS certifi-
cates, De-Militarized Zones DMZ), data at rest encryption, and isolation [82].

9.2. Industry Stakeholders Challenges

• Brownfield Implementations: Addition to existing legacy systems is an important
consideration. It is necessary to develop new tools supporting software-defined PAC
systems with an interface that can be integrated within legacy system aspects (e.g., built
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upon IEC engineering tools [53]). This will enable the developed frameworks to better
co-exist within conventional systems and reduce integration and transition efforts.

• Solutions Maturity: Uncertainties in technology/IT-based solutions that are con-
stantly evolving (at a much faster pace than PAC evolution) can impact the final
maturity. For example, by the time a solution based on virtualization technology is
mature enough for power experts to use, a newer IT technology may be released,
making the previous solution possibly obsolete or less maintained. Furthermore,
the software developed needs to operate physical power grid assets that have lifetimes
of over 50 years.

• Certified Solutions: Availability of market-ready solutions by IT and OT vendors have
to be certified and tested for performance and compliance with standards (security,
hardware, software, etc.). Certificates provided by IEC 61850 currently exist for the
full IED (hardware/software product) and not the software function individually. It
would be interesting to test individual virtualized IEDs and their certified performance
with standardized testing setups; otherwise, bench-marking performances on cross-
platforms becomes cumbersome.

• Cost Constraints: Investment studies should focus on long-term benefits (compared
to current IED lifecycles). Moreover, some specific cost considerations include: the
electrical consumption of hardware servers running the virtualized IEDs, their backup
battery systems, costs of digital stand-alone merging units, and remote Ethernet in-
put/output modules. In general, identifying integration costs is non-straightforward
and highly dependent on the specific case study, the equipment deployed, and the re-
quired support level. Moreover, cost-benefits vs. reliability studies are further needed.

• Integrating new IT Actors and defining responsibilities: Need for regulations, mind-
set change, clear responsibility scope, and new IT skills in the PAC stakeholder en-
vironment will be necessary. These shall be one of the challenges that will need the
longest time to set place.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, we explained the concepts of software-defined PAC systems and per-
formed a survey to assess the current academic and industrial maturity of this emerging
set of technologies. We started by detailing the trends in PAC systems developments (at
both hardware and software levels) motivated by the current problems faced including:
(1) deployment time and costly efforts, (2) complexity of system upgrades lacking flexibility,
(3) as well as interoperability (focusing on IEC 61850). IT virtualization and cloud/edge
computing paradigms were mapped to PAC systems’ communication and operational
needs, and the virtual IED concept was detailed.

Current state-of-the-art shows that software-defined PAC systems have a promising
potential that can be further exploited for the needs of future PAC and smart grid develop-
ments. It was observed that such a concept is no longer completely burdened by technology
constraints (e.g., insufficient computational capacity, and networking performance). The
potential offered by virtualized PAC has been demonstrated beyond theoretical designs in
the case of multiple simulation platforms and industrial proof of concepts.

Performances showed compliance with the critical time requirements of PAC systems
(between 5 ms to 20 ms) showcasing early stages of maturity especially in the case of
soft real-time. As for hard real-time (e.g., for protection or process control), progress to
overcome the deterministic latency hurdles, mainly at the software virtualization layer,
is still needed before attaining full maturity levels. A few of the demonstration project’s
developments have been shared as open-source software allowing interested researchers
and developers to rapidly adopt, test, and provide improvements in the area of virtualized
PAC frameworks.

As with most technology solutions, such a concept is not a ’one size fits all’ solution. It
is thus important to first start with the specific power system and PAC system development
needs which can be mapped to what the technology offers; the transition can then be
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justified by the economic, reliability, and operational gains provided. However, as observed
in Section 9, the transition is not straightforward. It requires significant upfront efforts to
first overcome the gaps for converged IT/OT systems and, eventually, respond to the initial
problems of traditional PAC deployments (Section 2). Moreover, from Section 8, it can be
concluded that the main hurdles against industry adoption for virtualized systems are the
stakeholders (involved in PAC exploitation) and interoperability challenges. Therefore,
standardizations following an agile and dynamic approach in the areas of virtual IED soft-
ware developments and deployments, configurations tools, APIs, as well as performance
benchmarking and compliance testing are essential enablers.

The power grid operation is experiencing a major transformation by the advent of
DERs, the multiplication of actors involved, new protection schemas, and cyber-security
requirements. PAC systems must be able to adapt more dynamically in response to such
changes. Therefore, grid modernization efforts in the area of software-defined PAC can
help respond to the needs of a more resilient and efficient future power system.
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